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SUMMARY

10 years of experience as an Electronics Technician. I'm pursuing a successful career in a 
company that not only will provide me an opportunity to succeed, but also allow me to help their 
company grow. Helping people make good decisions and providing them the way to make those 
decisions.

SKILLS

Microsoft Office, Programming, Computer Hardware, Computer Repair, Electronics, Eagle CAD, 
Design, and Make Printed Circuit Boards, Ham Radio Technician.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Engineering Electronics Technician
ABC Corporation  September 2005 – May 2010 
 Inspected and repaired all electrical equipment onboard the vessel -installed new and 

repaired electrical components -worked 28 day hitches onboard the vessel in the Gulf of 
Mexico and South America.

 Performed and kept records of all preventive maintenance mandated by the company - order 
electronic and electrical spares and maintain a large electrical inventory.

 Create Microsoft Excel spreadsheets for different applications on the vessel.
 Troubleshoot issues with and program auto voltage regulators and governors for advanced 

generator sets.
 Troubleshoot advanced i/o logic systems with the power management system.
 Perform testing and troubleshooting on ships power facilities, regulators and switchgear - 

locate and replace faulty printed circuit boards.
 Troubleshoot issues with the ships internet and telephone systems - maintain and 

troubleshoot issues with the ships galley equipment.

Apprentice Electrician
ABC Corporation  June 2001 – August 2005 
 Gained extensive experience in analyzing and following manuals, schematic diagrams, 

blueprints, and other specifications.
 Mastered the use of measuring/testing instruments such as ammeters, ohmmeters, 

voltmeters, ground fault meters, loop calibrators, and Meggering equipment.
 Assisted senior electrician in connection of power cables to equipment.
 Repaired faulty equipment and systems.
 Installed residential/commercial wiring and voice/data circuits, as well as CAT3, CAT 5, and 

coaxial cabling.
 Installed the wiring of all lighting and switches.
 Assisted in lifting, position/fastening objects, such as wiring, conduit, and motors.

EDUCATION

HS- (Pearl High School C/O)Diploma- (Lincoln Technical Institute - Indianapolis, IN)Military 
Technical School in Electronics Engineering - (Apprentice Technical Training - Great Lakes Naval 
Training Center, IL)
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